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Exploring the structure of Xe isotopes in A ∼ 130 region: Single particle and
collective excitations
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Abstract. High and medium spin structures of 130,131Xe have been studied using α-induced fusion-evaporation
reaction and the Indian National Gamma Array (INGA) coupled with a digital data acquisition system. Various
new band structures and near yrast levels of 131Xe have been established. The multipolarities of the observed
transitions have been assigned on the basis of the DCO ratios and the polarization asymmetry measurements.
Band structures based on 1-quasi-particle (qp), 3-qp configurations have been observed. A new Magnetic
Rotational (MR) band based on 5-qp configuration has also been established in 131Xe. The MR band has
been interpreted in terms of shears mechanism with principal axis cranking (SPAC) calculations. Shell Model
calculations are carried out to describe the non yrast states of 131Xe above the 11/2− isomer. New excited states
have also been identified in 130Xe, produced in the same reaction.

1 Introduction

The transitional nuclei in the A∼ 130 region are of current
interest to explore the variety of nuclear structures arising
from interplay between the single particle and the collec-
tive degrees of freedom. The shape driving nature of the
h11/2 orbital, available for both protons and neutrons, and
the corresponding particle-hole interactions drag the nu-
cleus towards various exotic shapes and structures. The
role of the unique parity h11/2 orbital is thus important in
inducing deformation to the system and having deformed
band structures based on both one quasi-particle (qp) and
multi qp configurations.

131Xe(Z = 54, N = 77) is one of the suitable candidate
to study various band structures and interesting features of
the nuclear shape in A ∼ 130. Only one qp (νh11/2) band
structure in 131Xe is known [1, 2], whereas, high spin band
structures in 125Xe [3] and triaxial bands in 129Xe [4] have
been reported. Availability of high- j h11/2 orbital for both
proton particles and neutron holes makes 131Xe also a suit-
able candidate to exhibit Magnetic Rotation (MR) at high
spin. Such MR band is reported in 123Xe [5] and described
using the tilted axis configuration with πh11/2 ⊗ νh11/2. As
one approaches the N = 82 shell closure the MR band be-
comes favourable for its proximity to spherical shape. The
lower spin states of 131Xe are generated from single par-
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ticle excitations of four proton particles and five neutron
holes (with respect to 132Sn) in various available orbitals.
The understanding of the configurations of these states
helps us to explain the underlying nucleon-nucleon inter-
actions. Thus 131Xe can be an interesting nuclei to study
the various mechanisms of generation of angular momen-
tum in a single nuclei. Population of 131Xe is difficult
due to lack of stable target-projectile combinations. Pre-
vious spectroscopic studies on this nuclei were carried out
from decay spectroscopy [6, 7], Coulomb excitations [8],
(α , 3n) [1] and (α , n) [9] measurements. But these studies
are limited by the detection system used. A recent study
on 131Xe [2] reports only the extension of the yrast band
to higher spin. But no detail information about the other
high spin structures is available prior to the present study.

Xenon isotopic chain is also known for its shape
change from γ-soft rotor to spherical one. The possible
phase transition for the even-A Xe isotopes can be de-
scribed using E(5) symmetry, where the nucleus undergoes
from spherical vibrator to γ-soft rotor. Clark et al. [10]
has predicted that the E(5) symmetry can be investigated
in 128Xe. The spectroscopic study on 128Xe [11] has indi-
cated that 130Xe can possibly be a better candidate to look
for such E(5) symmetry breaking. The structure of 130Xe
was studied using Coulomb excitation in inverse kinemat-
ics [11] and (n , n’) reaction [12], which concluded that
this nucleus may not be the candidate for E(5) symmetry.
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